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ABSTRACT
Nebular-phase observations and spectral models of Type Ic superluminous supernovae are presented.
LSQ14an and SN 2015bn both display late-time spectra similar to galaxy-subtracted spectra of SN
2007bi, and the class shows strong similarity with broad-lined Type Ic SNe such as SN 1998bw. Near-
infrared observations of SN 2015bn show a strong Ca II triplet, O I 9263, O I 1.13 µm and Mg I
1.50 µm, but no distinct He, Si, or S emission. The high Ca II NIR/[Ca II] 7291,7323 ratio of ∼2
indicates a high electron density of ne & 10
8 cm−3. Spectral models of oxygen-zone emission are
investigated to put constraints on the emitting region. Models requireM(O-zone) &10 M⊙to produce
enough [O I] 6300,6364 luminosity, irrespective of the powering situation and the density. The high
oxygen-zone mass, supported by high estimated magnesium masses, points to explosions of massive
CO cores, requiring MZAMS & 40M⊙. Collisions of pair-instability pulsations do not provide enough
mass to account for the emission. [O II] and [O III] lines emerge naturally in many models, which
strengthens the identification of broad [O II] 7320,7330, [O III] 4363, and [O III] 4959,5007 in some
spectra. A small filling factor f . 0.01 for the O/Mg zone is needed to produce enough luminosity
in Mg I] 4571, Mg I 1.504 µm, and O I recombination lines, which shows that the ejecta is clumped.
We review the constraints from the nebular spectral modelling in the context of the various scenarios
proposed for superluminous supernovae.
Keywords: supernovae: general, individual (SN 2007bi, LSQ14an, SN 2015bn), nucleosynthesis, abun-
dances
1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of the newly discovered class of superlu-
minous supernovae (SLSNe) remains unclear. Reaching
peak brightness of ≤ −21 mag and emitting ∼1051 erg
of energy (Gal-Yam 2012), these transients provide a
challenge to explain within current paradigms in stellar
evolution and explosion theory (see Sukhbold & Woosley
2016, for a recent overview). Some SLSNe evolve fast
on a time scale of weeks, whereas others evolve slowly
on a time scale of months. There is diversity in spectral
appearance, with some displaying hydrogen (Ofek et al.
2007; Smith et al. 2008; Gezari et al. 2009; Miller et al.
2009; Chatzopoulos et al. 2011; Benetti et al. 2014;
Inserra et al. 2016b), but most appearing like
Type Ic SNe (Gal-Yam et al. 2009; Pastorello et al.
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An important avenue for progress is to study and
model SLSNe at late times, when their inner ejecta be-
come visible and constraints on the nucleosynthesis and
core structure can be put. The strengths and shapes of
observed emission lines may be compared with models,
and element masses, distributions, and mixing may be
inferred. There is now a small but growing body of data
that presents an opportunity to engage in such analysis.
Due to the intrinsically high late-time brightness of the
slow-evolving (long-duration) transients with rise and de-
cay times of several months, late-time observations are
most easily obtained for these SNe.
The first late-time spectra of a Type Ic SLSN were
presented by Gal-Yam et al. (2009), for SN 2007bi (z =
0.1279). The spectra were taken at +367d and +471d
post-peak rest-frame, and displayed distinct lines of Ca
II HK, Mg I] 4571, [Fe II] 5250, [O I] 6300, 6364, [Ca
II] 7291, 7323 + [O II] 7320, 7330 and O I 7774. The
expansion velocities of these lines varied, being 10,000
km s−1 for Mg I] 4571 and [Fe II] 5250, 5000 km s−1 for [O
I] 6300, 6364 and [Ca II] 7291, 7323, and 3000 km s−1 for
O I 7774.
A late-time spectrum of PTF12dam (z = 0.107) at
+509d post-peak rest frame was presented by Chen et al.
(2015). This spectrum had severe contamination by the
bright host, and [O I] 6300, 6364 was the only clearly de-
tected feature (although hampered by noise, Mg I] 4571
may also be seen). In contrast to SN 2007bi, the [O
2I] 6300, 6364 lines appeared to be significantly stronger
than the detection limits for [Fe II] 5250 and [Ca II] 7291,
7323. Their expansion velocities were also of order 5,000
km s−1.
Yan et al. (2015) reported a spectrum of iPTF13ehe
(z = 0.3434) at +251d post-peak rest frame. This spec-
trum was dominated by a broad Hα (4500 km s−1), as
well as a prominent He I 5876 or Na I D line. The SN
showed a plateau in the r-band from +50d to +200d,
suggesting a phase of circumstellar interaction to pro-
duce the Hα line.
Lunnan et al. (2016) presented spectra of PS1-14bj
(z = 0.5215) at +202d post-peak rest-frame, and of
LSQ14an (z = 0.1637) at +205d. They identified broad
(2500 km s−1) [O III] 4363 and [O III] 4959, 5007 lines in
both SNe. Both SNe also showed Mg I] 4571 and hints
of an emerging [O I] 6300 6364.
Models developed to fit the light curves of SLSNe
must also be able to reproduce these spectral features
seen at late times. The suggested model scenarios
for SLSNe are 56Ni powering in either pair-instability
SNe (PISNe) (Gal-Yam et al. 2009; Kozyreva et al.
2014; Kozyreva & Blinnikov 2015) or core-collapse SNe
(CCSNe) (Moriya et al. 2010; Yoshida & Umeda 2011;
Yoshida et al. 2014), central engine powering by a mag-
netar or accreting black hole (Kasen & Bildsten 2010;
Woosley 2010; Dexter & Kasen 2013; Metzger et al.
2015), and strong circumstellar interaction (Smith et al.
2007; Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Ginzburg & Balberg
2012; Moriya et al. 2013; Sorokina et al. 2015), pos-
sibly between colliding shells ejected in pulsational
pair-instability SNe (PPISNe) (Woosley et al. 2007;
Chatzopoulos & Wheeler 2012). Many of these model
scenarios can produce light curves in good agreement
with observations (e.g. Chatzopoulos et al. 2012, 2013;
Inserra et al. 2013; Nicholl et al. 2013) but there is often
degeneracy due to the many free parameters.
Very few nebular-phase models for SLSNe have so
far been calculated. Initial single-zone modelling of SN
2007bi indicated large element masses and the possibility
of a pair-instability origin (Gal-Yam et al. 2009). How-
ever, calculations of multi-zone PISN explosion models
(Dessart et al. 2013; Jerkstrand et al. 2016) showed that
PISNe are cold and neutral at nebular times, and pro-
duce red spectra with emission lines of species such as Fe
I and Si I, in poor agreement with observed spectra of SN
2007bi and PTF12dam. Models for photospheric-phase
spectra have been calculated by Dessart et al. (2012),
Dessart et al. (2013), and Mazzali et al. (2016). These
models generally have favoured a central-engine powered
scenario over a radioactivity-powered one.
In this paper we aim to put further constraints on the
nature of long-duration Type Ic SLSNe by both obser-
vational and theoretical work on late-time spectra. We
present multi-epoch nebular observations of two SLSNe,
LSQ14an and SN 2015bn, covering +250d to +410d. We
make a new calibration of the nebular spectra of SN
2007bi, carefully considering host galaxy subtraction us-
ing post-explosion host photometry. This gives us a high-
quality data set of three long-duration SLSNe, which al-
lows an analysis of similarities and differences within the
class and with respect to other SNe. We investigate spec-
tral models of emission by oxygen-zone material to derive
constraints from the emission lines seen.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
present the new data for LSQ14an and SN 2015bn, as
well as the new reductions of SN 2007bi. In Section 3
we compare the nebular spectra of these SLSNe with
each other and with other non-superluminous Type Ic
SNe. In Section 4 we study spectral formation in oxy-
gen/magnesium material at powering levels relevant for
SLSNe, providing a systematic analysis of dependencies
on mass, clumping, and energy deposition. In Section
5 we discuss the results and its implications, as well as
uncertainties. In Section 6 we present our summary and
conclusions.
2. DATA
Our dataset comprises two nebular-phase spectra of
each of the three supernovae SN 2007bi, LSQ14an, and
SN 2015bn. The LSQ14an and SN 2015bn spectra are
new observations, whereas the SN 2007bi spectra are
rereductions of the spectra presented in Gal-Yam et al.
(2009). Table 1 summarizes the data. Below the obser-
vations and reductions are described in detail.
2.1. New reduction of nebular SN 2007bi spectra
SN 2007bi spectra were published by Gal-Yam et al.
(2009). The redshift of z = 0.1279 gives a luminosity
distance of 583 Mpc with standard cosmology (H0 =
72 km s−1Mpc−1,Ωm = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7), which is used in
later conversion to rest-frame spectral luminosities.
2.1.1. SN 2007bi +367d spectrum
The reduced VLT FORS2 spectrum at +367d post-
peak (rest-frame) from Gal-Yam et al. (2009) is available
on WISeREP (Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012)11. This spec-
trum does not have any host galaxy subtracted. In-
spection of the 2D spectral images (taken under seeing
conditions of 0.8′′) and the contemporary BV RcIc im-
ages, shows that the flux of the SN is effectively unre-
solved from the host, preventing any direct subtraction.
Chen et al. (2015) presented uncontaminated, deep, im-
ages of the host, taken on 2012 May 25, some 5 years
after explosion. Those images show a compact host with
a FWHM measured at 1.25′′ in the r−band, under seeing
conditions of 0.8′′.
The griz magnitudes of the host determined by
Chen et al. (2015) show that there must be significant
host contamination in the VLT spectrum. For example,
Chen et al. (2015) measure g = 22.84± 0.1 for the host,
which corresponds to V = 22.56 ± 0.15 (conversion to
Vega mags done using the transformations of Jester et al.
2005). Young et al. (2010) measure V = 22.82 ± 0.24
for SN 2007bi at +367d after the host was subtracted
(using a template taken at +669d), demonstrating that
the host flux is similar to that of the SN at the VLT
epoch in the V -band. In Gal-Yam et al. (2009), the non-
host-subtracted spectrum was scaled to the template-
subtracted photometry of Young et al. (2010), which
gives a too low luminosity in the SN emission lines.
To attempt an improved calibration, we took the
FORS2 spectrum which was wavelength and flux cali-
brated (with telluric lines removed) but had no other
11 http://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il
3Table 1
Summary of observational data.
Date MJD Phase from peak Phase from peak Instrument Rest wavelength Resolution Source
obs. frame (days) rest frame (days) coverage (A˚) (A˚)
SN 2007bi
2008-04-10 54567 +414 +367 VLT + FORS2 3320-8550 16 Gal-Yam et al. (2009)
2008-08-04 54683 +530 +471 Keck I + LIRIS 3010-8250 4-7 Gal-Yam et al. (2009)
LSQ14an
2014-12-29 57020 +414 +365 VLT + X-shooter 3000-20000 1,1.1,3.3 This paper
2015-02-07 57061 +478 +410 VLT + FORS2 3920-7960 16 This paper
SN 2015bn
2016-01-01 57389 +280 +250 NTT + EFOSC2 3270-8290 18 This paper
2016-03-10 57458 +350 +315 VLT + X-shooter 3000-20000 1,1.1,3.3 This paper
corrections applied. It had standard sky background sub-
traction applied, but no other attempts to remove the
host. We obtained this from S. Valenti (priv. comm.).
This spectrum is identical to the WISeREP spectrum,
apart from the WISeREP spectrum having been scaled
down by a factor of 1.8. We then scaled the origi-
nal spectrum to match the BV RcIc magnitudes in the
FORS2 images from the same epoch (containing both
SN + host). We calculated these using aperture pho-
tometry matched to a number of SDSS DR12 reference
stars (converted to Vega mags), finding B = 22.55±0.08,
V = 21.73± 0.09, Rc = 21.46± 0.17, Ic = 21.26± 0.15,
where the errors are the quadrature sum of the statis-
tical error from aperture photometry and the standard
deviation of the zeropoints from the reference stars. The
photometry should ideally be S-corrected, however this
was not attempted here. Compared to the VLT spec-
trum, the scaling factors for each band were 1.43(B),
1.37(V ), 1.35(Rc), and 1.26(Ic) and we used the mean
value 1.35 to scale the VLT spectrum to the photometry.
The next step is to subtract the galaxy component.
The optimal method would be to use a spectrum of the
host galaxy, which is not available. This leaves two
options, either to subtract a simple interpolated func-
tion between the photometry points, or use a model
which is calibrated to the host photometry. We em-
ploy here the second method, using a Starburst99 model
(Leitherer et al. 1999) with standard settings. The
galaxy model was first reddened in the galaxy rest frame
with E(B − V ) = 0.3 mag (see more below on this
choice) and a Cardelli et al. (1989) law with RV = 3.1
(which we use throughout the paper), the wavelengths
then transformed to observer frame, and SDSS photom-
etry calculated. A scaling factor was determined that
minimized the residuals of synthetic SDSS photometry
of this spectrum compared to the Chen et al. (2015) host
photometry. With just four data points to constrain
the galaxy model (the griz magnitudes in Chen et al.
2015), it is not warranted to investigate various param-
eters in the Starburst99 models. We limit ourselves
to the standard model and an age of 30 Myrs, and
choose the E(B − V ) = 0.3 mag which gives a best fit.
E(B − V ) ≤ 0.2 mag gives a too blue model, whereas
E(B − V ) ≥ 0.4 mag gives a too red model. The host
extinction of the SN line-of-sight is unknown. The Milky
Way reddening is E(B−V ) = 0.02 mag (Gal-Yam et al.
2009; Young et al. 2010). The SN only samples one sight-
line through the host galaxy, and one will therefore in
general have two different extinctions for the SN and the
”averaged” host. Recently, Leloudas et al. (2015) esti-
mated the host galaxy reddening to E(B − V ) = 0.13
mag, a factor ∼2 lower than used here. This value gives
a too blue model to fit the photometry, possibly as our
model is intrinsically too blue for this galaxy. It is how-
ever preferential to subtract a model that fits all the pho-
tometry than to have the most accurate value for the
extinction.
The final SN spectrum was obtained by subtracting
the host photometry-calibrated galaxy model from the
SN+host-photometry-calibrated VLT spectrum. The re-
sulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom). The nar-
row host lines result from UV reprocessing, an effect not
included in the Starburst99 models. It is clear from the
figure that they contribute little to the host photometry.
We estimate a 5% impact from synthetic photometry on
exctracted lines, and make this small correction to the
fit. For LSQ14an (Sec. 2.2), this effect is stronger, of
order 30%.
2.1.2. SN 2007bi +471d spectrum
There is another spectrum of SN 2007bi, taken with
Keck 104 days later (rest-frame) and presented in
Gal-Yam et al. (2009) (also available on WISeREP).
There is no contemporary photometry to do flux cali-
bration against, and Gal-Yam et al. (2009) used spectral
flux calibration using a standard taken 15 minutes be-
fore. However, synthetic photometry of this host+SN
spectrum yields r = 23.3 mag, 0.9 magnitudes fainter
than even the host (rhost = 22.4 mag). This means the
flux calibration is likely off by a factor of several, and
the night was indeed non-photometric (M. Sullivan, priv.
comm), possibly explaining the discrepancy.
The image quality in the 2D frames (from the Keck
archive) is 1.2′′, meaning that no host galaxy subtraction
is possible in the 2D extraction. We can apply the model
subtraction method of the preceding section to this spec-
trum as well, albeit with more uncertainty than for the
VLT FORS2 spectrum. We assume that SN 2007bi con-
tinued to decline linearly in the Rc-band with the slope
given in Gal-Yam et al. (2009) and Young et al. (2010),
giving an expected magnitude of Rc = 23.2± 0.2 at the
epoch of the Keck spectrum (this is a simple mean of
the Gal-Yam et al. and Young et al. extrapolations).
Thus the expected combined magnitude of host and SN
is Rc = 21.9 ± 0.2. To match the Keck spectrum to
this, it needs to be scaled by a factor 3.1. We then sub-
tracted off the same Starburst99 model as used for the
VLT FORS2 spectrum correction. We note that the fac-
tor 3.1 scaling gives a consistent position of the galaxy
component with the VLT spectrum, which should domi-
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Figure 1. Observed spectra of SN 2007bi. Top : VLT spec-
trum scaled to SN + host photometry (blue line), contemporary
SN+host photometry (magenta points), Keck spectrum scaled to
estimated SN + host photometry (black line), host photometry
from Chen et al. (2015) (red points), and a Starburst99 model
(E(B − V ) = 0.3 mag) fitted to the Chen et al. (2015) photom-
etry (red line). Bottom: Final host-subtracted spectra in rest
frame. The Keck spectrum has been convolved with a Gaussian
of FWHM=2000 km s−1.
nate at wavelengths with weak SN lines. If we had chosen
an approach to ignore the slope of previous R points and
just tried to align the galaxy flux, we would have got a
very similar scaling.
2.1.3. Final spectra
Figure 1 shows the calibration process and final spec-
tra. The top panel shows the raw VLT and Keck spectra
scaled to SN+host photometry. Also shown is the host
photometry which demonstrates that host light makes
up about half the flux in the VLT spectrum and about
3/4 in the Keck spectrum.
Synthetic photometry on the galaxy-subtracted VLT
spectrum agrees well with the template-subtracted pho-
tometry, with errors of +0.31, −0.02, and −0.17 mags
in V , Rc, and Ic (Young et al. (2010) did not present
a template-subtracted value in B), and means we have
applied a self-consistent method to remove the host flux
and match the image subtracted SN photometry.
The final spectra are shown in the bottom panel. Com-
pared to the VLT spectrum presented by Gal-Yam et al.
(2009), the rising blue flux is removed and the emission
lines are significantly stronger due. The spectrum ap-
pears more similar to typical Type Ib/c nebular SN spec-
tra. The corrected Keck spectrum is similar to the VLT
spectrum, but dimmer and with significantly lower signal
to noise. Our final estimates for absolute R-band magni-
tudes are MR = −16.72 at +367d and MR = −16.02 at
+471d. The optical flux has declined by a factor 3.0 over
104d, close to the 56Co decay (2.55). The Mg I] 4571
line and the Mg I 5180 + [Fe II] 5250 feature are notice-
ably weaker in the Keck spectrum. The redder emission
lines of [O I] 6300, 6364 and [Ca II] 7291, 7323 have also
weakened, but not as much.
2.2. LSQ14an
LSQ14an was discovered by La Silla Quest Survey and
spectroscopically classified as a SN 2007bi-like Type Ic
SN at z = 0.163 by the Public ESO Spectroscopic Sur-
vey of Transient Objects (PESSTO12). The classification
spectrum of Leget et al. (2014) was taken on 2014 Jan-
uary 2 (MJD 56659) and suggested an epoch of ∼+55d
post peak (rest-frame) from comparison with SN 2007bi
and PTF12dam. This puts the peak around 2013 Octo-
ber 30 (MJD 56595). If we assume a rise time of 70d,
the estimated explosion epoch is ∼ 2013 August 9 (MJD
56513). With our higher signal-to-noise spectra we re-
fined the redshift estimate to z = 0.1637± 0.0001, corre-
sponding to a luminosity distance of 763 Mpc with stan-
dard cosmology.
We observed LSQ14an on two occasions in its nebu-
lar phase, with VLT X-shooter at +365d post-peak rest
frame, and with VLT FORS2 at +410d. The observa-
tions and data reductions are detailed in Section A in
the appendix. The full PESSTO data set on the early
evolution of LSQ14an is presented by Inserra et al. (in
prep).
The spectra are shown in Fig. 2. There is strong con-
tamination by host galaxy lines and continuum, and as
for SN 2007bi, the SN is unresolved from the host flux.
Hence we need to employ a similar method of modelling
the host flux and subtracting it off both the X-shooter
and FORS2 spectra to leave a clean SN spectrum.
The host galaxy was detected in the Pan-STARRS1
3pi survey (catalogued object PSO J193.4492-29.5243).
Images in each of the filters grizyP1 were taken from
the PS1 Processing Version 2 stacks. All the individ-
ual images which make up these stacked images were
taken before MJD 56467 (2013 June 24), 1-2 months be-
fore the estimated explosion date of early August 2013.
Hence there is unlikely to be any SN flux in the images.
Magnitude measurements of the host were carried out us-
ing aperture photometry. We let the aperture size vary
until we were confident that it encompassed the whole
host flux and avoided to cover nearby object flux. The
aperture radius we adopted is 2 arcsecs. The zeropoint
was determined with 15-18 PS1 reference stars in the
field (Schlafly et al. 2012; Magnier et al. 2013) resulting
in values of gP1 = 20.93 ± 0.11, rP1 = 20.50 ± 0.12,
iP1 = 20.56 ± 0.10, zP1 = 20.42 ± 0.14, and yP1 =
20.43± 0.19 (AB mags in the filter system described in
Tonry et al. 2012). The position of LSQ14an was mea-
sured at RA=193.44924 DEC=−29.52434 in the astro-
12 www.pessto.org
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Figure 3. LSQ14an at +365d (blue) and +410d (black), both
after subtraction of the galaxy model, and removal of host galaxy
lines.
metrically calibrated EFOSC2 images (with Sextractor).
In comparison the centroid of the host galaxy was mea-
sured at RA=193.44921 DEC=−29.52429. The differ-
ence between the two is 0.2 arcsecs, which illustrates that
is coincident with (and unresolved from) the dwarf galaxy
host.
Figure 2 shows also the host photometry. There is
clearly significant contamination by galaxy light. How-
ever, distinct broad emission lines are seen on top of this.
The situation is somewhat better than initial inspection
suggests, because the narrow galaxy lines have an impact
on the host photometry.
Shown is also the 30 Myr Starburst99 model, reddened
with E(B−V ) = 0.1 mag (in agreement with E(B−V )
estimates from the Balmer line ratio (Inserra et al., in
prep.)). and scaled to give an average flux level of 0.7
times the observed photometry; this is to compensate
for the narrow emission lines which are missing in the
model. A factor smaller than 0.7 is not warranted as the
lines do not add more than ∼1/3 to the photometry. A
larger factor fails to give out much positive SN flux as
the host photometry is even somewhat brighter than the
host+SN photometry, presumably due to observational
or calibration issues. One may attempt to estimate the
contribution by the narrow lines more precisely, but this
would not help too much here because of the discrep-
ancy that host photometry is somewhat brighter than
the SN+host photometry.
Figure 3 shows the host-subtracted optical SN spec-
tra. These spectra also have had the narrow galaxy lines
clipped out (see Appendix). The optical flux decreases
by a factor 2 over 45d, or 1.6 mag per 100d. The bot-
tom panel of Figure 6 shows the combined optical and
near-infrared spectrum. The NIR flux is weak compared
to the optical. The NIR spectrum shows no clearly dis-
tinguished lines, apart from possibly O I 1.13 µm.
2.3. SN 2015bn
SN 2015bn is alternatively known as PS15ae,
CSS141223-113342+004332 and MLS150211-
113342+004333. The earliest detected point is on
2014 December 23 by the Catalina Sky Survey and the
evolution was then followed by PESSTO after the initial
classification as a SLSN in Le Guillou et al. (2015).
The SN was monitored from −50d to +250d (with
respect to optical maximum) showing it to be a slowly
evolving SLSN similar in observational characteristics
to SN 2007bi and LSQ14an (Nicholl et al. 2016a).
Spectropolarimetry was presented by Inserra et al.
(2016a). The redshift is z = 0.1136 from the narrow
host galaxy emission lines, giving a luminosity distance
of 513 Mpc with standard cosmology. The light curve
peaked around 2015 March 27 (MJD 56108) so the SN
had a rise time of & 80d rest-frame.
We observed SN 2015bn at two epochs in its nebu-
lar phase, at +250d post-peak rest frame with NTT
EFOSC2 and at +315d with VLT X-shooter. The ob-
servations and data reductions are detailed in Sect. B in
the Appendix. Figure 4 shows the spectra, the host pho-
tometry (Nicholl et al. 2016a), and the same Starburst99
model as in previous section (using E(B−V ) = 0) scaled
to this photometry. Figure 5 shows the host-subtracted
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Figure 5. SN 2015bn at +250d (blue) and +315d (black), both
after subtraction of the galaxy model, and removal of host galaxy
lines. Note that the +250d spectrum has been scaled by 0.2.
spectra at rest-frame wavelengths (note that the +250d
spectrum has been scaled by 0.2). From +250d to +315d,
a more distinct [O I] 6300, 6364 develops in the spectrum,
as well as higher contrast for Ca II HK, Mg I] 4571, and
[Fe II] 5250. We see the same feature at 5500 A˚ as in
SN 2007bi, probably [O I] 5577. The optical flux has de-
creased by a factor 5 over 65d, or 2.2 mag per 100d. At
the end of the red arm we see the first detection of Ca
II NIR in SLSNe at nebular times. This line is strong
and broad, with an expansion velocity of 8,000-10,000
km s−1.
The top panel of Figure 6 shows the combined op-
tical and near-infrared spectrum. The NIR flux is
weak compared to the optical. There are clear de-
tections of O I 9263, O I 1.13 µm, and Mg I 1.50
µm. These lines are commonly seen in stripped-envelope
SNe with nebular NIR spectra, e.g. for the Type
IIb SN 2008ax (Taubenberger et al. 2011), SN 2011dh
(Ergon et al. 2015; Jerkstrand et al. 2015), the Type Ic
SN 2007gr (Hunter et al. 2009), and in the broad-lined
SN 2012au (Milisavljevic et al. 2013).
A comparison with the He100 PISN model of
Jerkstrand et al. (2016) in the same figure shows no
strong emission in the [Si I] + [S I] blend around 1.08
µm predicted to be strong. Also [Si I] 1.607, 1.645 µm
are predicted to be strong, but this feature falls in the
telluric band.
3. OBSERVATIONAL COMPARISONS
In this section we compare the spectra of SN 2007bi,
LSQ14an and SN 2015bn with each other as well as
with other SNe. For the three SLSNe we attempt
no dereddening as the host line-of-sight extinctions are
not known, and the Milky Way extinctions are smaller
(E(B − V ) = 0.03 mag for SN 2007bi (Gal-Yam et al.
2009), E(B − V ) = 0.07 mag for LSQ14an (NED13) and
E(B − V ) = 0.02 mag for SN 2015bn (Nicholl et al.
2016a)) than the uncertainties in flux calibration and
host galaxy subtractions.
Figure 7 compares the spectra of SN 2007bi, LSQ14an,
and SN 2015bn at around one year post-peak in the rest
frame. All three SNe show qualitatively similar spectra,
with Ca II HK, Mg I] 4571, Mg I 5180 + [Fe II] 5250,
[O I] 6300, 6364, [Ca II] 7291, 7323 and O I 7774 all dis-
tinct. There are also clear detections of [O I] 5577 and
Na I D in SN 2015bn and SN 2007bi and hints of [O I]
5577 in LSQ14an. The similarity in luminosity of both
[O I] 6300, 6364 and O I 7774 in all three SNe is striking.
LSQ14an has, in addition, strong [O III] 4363, [O III]
4959, 5007, and the prominent feature usually identified
as the forbidden [Ca II] 7291, 7323 doublet. Given the
strength of the O III lines, we suggest this likely is dom-
inated by [O II] 7320, 7330 in LSQ14an (see also Sect.
4.4). Figure 15 in Appendix C shows comparisons of each
of the main emission lines in velocity space.
In Fig. 8 we compare the spectra of SN 2007bi
and SN 2015bn with SN 1998bw spectra at +140d,
+215d, and +391d post-explosion (Patat et al. 2001),
retrieved from WISeREP. For the comparisons we use
z = 0.0085 and E(B − V ) = 0.06 mag for SN
1998bw (Patat et al. 2001). SN 1998bw has a repre-
sentative spectrum for the class of broad-lined Type Ic
13 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
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SNe, which have relatively similar nebular phase spec-
tra (e.g. Taubenberger et al. 2006; Milisavljevic et al.
2015; Modjaz et al. 2015). At 200-300d after explosion,
SN 1998bw, SN 2002ap (Foley et al. 2003), SN 2003jd
(Valenti et al. 2008), SN 2004aw (Taubenberger et al.
2006), and SN 2012ap (Milisavljevic et al. 2015) all show
[O I] 6300, 6364 as the strongest line, calcium lines with
a Ca II NIR/[Ca II] 7291, 7323 ratio of <1, and distinct
Mg I] 4571. Some show a distinct line at 5250 A˚ (where
all SLSNe have a line), and some do not.
The figure shows that there is strong overall similarity
between the SLSNe and SN 1998bw, but with distinct
phase shifts. The spectra of SN 1998bw at +140d and
+215d show similar emission lines and relative strengths
as the spectra of SN 2007bi and SN 2015bn at +315d to
+367d after peak. Thus, SLSNe appear to behave like
broad-lined Type Ic SNe but to evolve more slowly. It
is particularly noteworthy that SN 1998bw also displays
distinct Mg I] 4571 and Mg I 5180+ [Fe II] 5250. The
relative strength of these lines compared to the quasi-
continuum is somewhat lower in SN 1998bw than in the
SLSNe. Comparing with SN 1998bw at +391d shows
that the blue quasi-continuum and the 5250 A˚ feature
have faded compared to the red lines, and the similarity
at blue wavelengths is reduced.The [Ca II] 7291, 7323
lines are however more similar in shape at this epoch.
At earlier epochs, SN 1998bw has a line at ∼7100 A˚ not
seen in the SLSNe. This line may be [Fe II] 7155 or
possibly He I 7065.
At no epoch does SN 1998bw show a particularly
strong O I 7774 line, which is a difference to the SLSNe.
Neither do most other broad-lined Ic such as SN 1997ef
(Matheson et al. 2001), SN 2002ap, SN 2003jd, SN
2006aj (Maeda et al. 2007), SN 2009bb (Pignata et al.
2011), or SN 2012ap. There are two known excep-
tions; SN 1997dq, which showed a strong narrow O
I 7774 line at +262d post explosion (Matheson et al.
2001; Mazzali et al. 2004), and SN 2012au at +321d
(Milisavljevic et al. 2013). Milisavljevic et al. (2013)
showed an overall strong similarity between the nebu-
lar spectra of SN 2012au and SN 2007bi. Also O I 9263
is weaker in the broad-lined Ic SNe.
Another difference is [O I] 5577, which is distinct in
the SLSNe but not seen in SN 1998bw. This probably
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Figure 7. A comparison of rest-frame spectral luminosities of SN 2007bi (green), LSQ14an (blue), and SN 2015bn (red).
indicates that the temperature is higher in the SLSNe,
since the [O I] 5577 line has a high excitation energy.
SN 2015bn has additional coverage of Ca II NIR and
O I 9263. The Ca II NIR/ [Ca II] ratio in SN 2015bn
is higher than in SN 1998bw or any other Type Ic SN
at any epoch. We study the implications of this in Sect.
4.7.
4. OXYGEN ZONE MODELS
The relative homogeneity in spectral appearance es-
tablished in Section 3 warrants an investigation on what
physical conditions are needed to produce the observed
line luminosities in O, Mg, and Ca lines. Here, we pur-
sue single-zone modelling of oxygen-rich compositions,
exploring parameter space over mass, density, and pow-
ering level. The aim is to understand the physical mech-
anisms behind the emission of distinct lines (e.g. [O I]
6300, 6364, [O I] 5577, O I 7774, Mg I] 4571, Mg I 5180,
Mg I 1.50 µm, [Ca II] 7291, 7323 and Ca II NIR) and
the diagnostic use of these. Generalized single-zone mod-
elling is a complementary approach to the calculation of
multi-zone explosion models, where constraints may be
derived independent of the powering mechanism and pa-
rameter space can be explored to a larger extent. Indi-
cations of ejecta properties obtained from it can be used
to select explosion models to test in follow-up multi-zone
modelling.
For the modelling we use both the SUMO spectral
synthesis code (Jerkstrand et al. 2011, 2012) and semi-
analytic approaches. The SUMO code solves the equa-
tions for non-thermal energy degradation, Non-Local-
Thermodynamic-Equilibrium excitation and ionization
balance, temperature, and radiative transfer. It pro-
vides a self-consistently calculated spectrum of any ejecta
structure, without any free parameters.
Because the forward modelling is always limited to par-
ticular compositions and ejecta structures, and involves
much complex physics, some of it treated in rough ap-
proximations, it is beneficial to complement it with back-
ward modelling using analytic formulae, which we also
pursue here.
4.1. SUMO grid setup
Each model in the SUMO grid was set up as N = 100
randomly distributed spherical clumps within a volume
specified by an expansion velocity V and a time t (as-
suming homology). Together with a specified total mass
Mej , the density of the clumps is determined by a filling
factor f , with vacuum in the 1− f space. The radiative
transport is computed self-consistently throughout the
volume. We compute a model grid with
• Mej = 3, 10, and 30 M⊙
• Energy deposition (by gamma-rays or any other
high-energy source) 2.0×1041, 2.5×1041, 5.0×1041,
10× 1041, and 20× 1041 erg s−1.
• Composition : Pure O, O and Mg (92% and 8% by
mass), and full C burning ashes (see below). The
pure O and OMg compositions were computed for
selected values of other parameters only.
• Filling factors : f = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1.
• V = 8000 km s−1(the characteristic observed line
width.)
• Time = 400d since explosion
The models are named by composition, mass, filling
factor, and energy deposition, for example is O30-0.1-2.0
a pure oxygen gas of mass 30 M⊙, with f = 0.1 and
deposition 2.0× 1041 erg s−1.
By allowing for a free energy deposition we decouple
the problem of powering and spectral formation. For
energy input by high-energy particles, the model spectra
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Figure 8. Comparison of SN 2007bi (green) and SN 2015bn (red)
with SN 1998bw (black) at 140d (top), 215d (middle) and 391d
(bottom). SN 2007bi and SN 2015bn have been scaled to the SN
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Table 2
Composition (mass fractions) of C burning ashes. The
abundances are taken from the MZAMS = 25 M⊙ model of
Woosley & Heger (2007).
H 0 S 6.3× 10−4
He 1.4× 10−6 Ar 9.9× 10−5
C 7.9× 10−3 Ca 3.1× 10−5
N 3.5× 10−5 Sc 1.6× 10−6
O 0.74 Ti 8.0× 10−6
Ne 0.15 V 6.1× 10−7
Na 1.8× 10−3 Mn 2.8× 10−6
Mg 0.072 Fe 5.6× 10−4
Al 6.7× 10−3 Ni 6.6× 10−4
Si 0.014 Co 1.3× 10−4
are insensitive to the properties of the input spectrum as
long as the primaries have an energy E & 1 keV (Axelrod
1980; Kozma & Fransson 1992). Thus, the results will be
valid for any high-energy input such as gamma rays from
radioactive decay or hard X-rays from a central engine
or from shocks.
The choice of C-burning ashes to represent the O-
zone composition needs some motivation. In SN ex-
plosion models there are three principal oxygen zones;
He burning ash (C/O dominated), C burning ash
(O/Ne/Mg dominated), and Ne burning ash (O/Si/S
dominated). The O/Ne/Mg zone is in most CCSN
models the most massive of these, in particular at
high MZAMS values (Woosley & Heger 2007). Also in
PISN models is O/Ne/Mg the most common compo-
sition (Heger & Woosley 2002). In addition, the O/C
and O/Si/S zones are prone to formation of CO and SiO
molecules at nebular times (Liu & Dalgarno 1995), which
can lead to strong cooling and blackout of optical ther-
mal emission. Therefore, C-burning composition is most
motivated for single-zone modelling. Clearly, the strong
Mg I] 4571 line in SLSNe is also stemming from this zone.
The next question is which composition to use for the
C-burning ashes. The composition in nucleosynthesis
models depends on the particular progenitor, but the
relative abundances of O, Ne, Mg, and Na are rela-
tively insensitive to MZAMS. The Mg/O mass ratio is
typically around 0.09, which we use in the pure OMg
models (compare to the solar ratio of 0.12). For the C-
burn models, we use the composition from the ONeMg
zone in the MZAMS = 25 M⊙ solar metallicity model
of Woosley & Heger (2007), listed in Table 2. Elements
heavier than calcium stem mainly from primordial (so-
lar) abundances, although some modification is made
by processes such as n and p capture. Because SLSNe
have been shown to arise in regions of subsolar metal-
licity (Chen et al. 2013; Lunnan et al. 2014; Chen et al.
2015; Leloudas et al. 2015; Perley et al. 2016; Chen et al.
2016b), a reduction of iron-group abundance may be war-
ranted. However, we did some experiments comparising
models with 10 times lower metallicity and found only
moderate differences.
All models were computed without charge transfer, as
these reactions gave numeric instabilities for some high-
density models, and to allow comparison we prefer to use
the same physics for all models.
4.2. Varying composition and density
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In Figure 9 we illustrate the influence of composition
and density, comparing Mej = 30 M⊙ models with dif-
ferent compositions and filling factors. For each com-
position and f -value, we plot the model with energy
deposition giving the best reproduction of [O I] 6300,
6364. The model spectra are compared with SN 2007bi
at +367d. One should note that with our single-velocity
approach we cannot directly address the issue of different
line widths, but limit our discussion to line luminosities.
Because we are only studying the emission from one of
presumably many composition zones in the SN, the goal
is not to reproduce the full spectrum, but rather obtain
an idea of what this zone contributes. Since the strongest
and most prominent lines in the spectra are due to oxy-
gen and magnesium (and calcium) significant parts of the
spectrum should be recovered by an OMg composition.
We review the main physical processes that produce the
model spectra in the following sections.
4.2.1. Pure oxygen composition
At f = 0.1 (model O30-0.1-2.0, Panel A in Fig. 9),
there is little emission apart from [O I] 6300, 6364. The
temperature (T = 4400 K) is too low for [O I] 5577.
There is some power in O I 1350, O I 1640, O I 7774, O I
8446 and O I 9263, arising by recombination mainly. [O
I] 6300, 6364 and [O I] 5577 are optically thin (τ ∼ 0.1)
but the recombination lines are optically thick.
O I 7774 is weak compared to the observed line. While
about 30% of the deposited energy goes into ionizing O
I, the maximum energy fraction that can emerge in O I
7774 is 0.30 × 1064/7774 = 0.04 (assuming Case B re-
combination so the effective ionization threshold is 1064
A˚ for 2p(1D)). This is small compared with the cooling
in [O I] 6300, 6364 which is about 50% of the total de-
position. Thermal population of the O I 7774 parent
multiplet 3p(5P) from the ground state is not possible
(the energy gap is 10.8 eV), and any such very hot sit-
uation would anyway lead to a very strong [O I] 5577
line (excitation energy of 4.2 eV), which is observed to
be weaker than O I 7774. Only 2% of the energy goes
to non-thermal excitations in O I, ruling out this mecha-
nism for powering O I 7774 or any other strong O I line.
The NIR spectra of SN 2015bn and LSQ14an show a
strong O I 9263 line (Fig. 6), which is expected as this is
also a recombination line with similar expected strength
as O I 7774. This is also underproduced in the f = 0.1
model.
Lowering f to 0.01 (model O30-0.01-2.0, Panel B) leads
to stronger [O I] 5577 because the temperature increases
to T = 4820 K (from T = 4400 K). Collisional excitation
of this line occurs mainly from the first excited state,
2p(1D) (i.e. in the [O I] 5577 transition itself), and the
fact that there are a factor 1.6 more O I atoms in the
2p(1D) state in this model also boosts [O I] 5577. The
recombination lines strengthen somewhat as the higher
clumping leads to lower ionization (electron fraction xe =
0.053 compared to xe = 0.13), which reduces the heating
fraction and increases the ionization fraction from 0.36 to
0.44. In addition photoionization begins to contribute.
The recombination lines are, however, still much weaker
than [O I] 6300, 6364. [O I] 6300, 6364 and [O I] 5577
are marginally optically thick (τ = 1 − 3), whereas O I
7774, O I 8446 and O I 9263 have τ ≫ 1.
Lowering f to 0.001 (model O30-0.001-2.0, panel C),
[O I] 5577 strengthens further as the temperature con-
tinues to increase (T = 6550 K). The optical recombi-
nation lines strengthen again as the ionization fraction
goes to 0.49 at xe = 0.025, and photoionization now
dominates non-thermal rate, effectively transferring en-
ergy from the UV lines and continua to the optical re-
combination lines. In addition, collisional excitation now
contributes a similar amount as recombinations to the O
I 7774 luminosity. These excitations occur mainly from
3s(5S) which is effectively meta-stable having optically
thick transitions to the ground state. That O I 7774 can
become a cooling line at high density was pointed out by
Maurer & Mazzali (2010), and the line holds promise as
a tracer of high density.
In this model, all lines seen have τ ≫ 1. The model has
quite significant O I 7774, O I 8446, and O I 9263. The
UV lines are now quenched due to absorption by lines
and continua in the high density clumps. Note some
emergence of [O II] 7320, 733014, which requires high
temperature. But overall, none of these 30 M⊙ ejecta,
constrained to fit the [O I] 6300, 6364 lines, produce any
significant [O II] or [O III] lines.
By contrasting the three different f values, we see that
increasing the clumping increases [O I] 5577, O I 7774,
O I 8446 and O I 9263 at the expense of [O I] 6300,
6364. The O I 7774, O I 8446 and O I 9263 lines gain
from two effects at higher density; increased fraction of
non-thermal ionization and photoionization, and more
efficient cooling from excited states as their relative pop-
ulations increase. The observed relation between these
lines is better reproduced at high clumping.
4.2.2. O/Mg composition
We now explore models containing magnesium. Mag-
nesium typically becomes much more ionized than oxy-
gen because its low ionization thresholds at 1620 A˚
(ground state) and 2510 A˚ (first excited state) makes
it prone to photoionization (e.g. Fransson & Chevalier
1989). As discussed in Jerkstrand et al. (2015), the ex-
act solution for the neutral fraction determines whether
Mg I] 4571 can contribute to the cooling or not. A high
luminosity in this line as observed in SLSNe almost cer-
tainly requires cooling and not just recombination. How
this is achieved is not easily understood, since Mg I is
easy to ionize when the energy deposition is high. The
neutral fraction is typically increased by higher density,
and this holds potential as a constraint to be explored.
Introducing magnesium at f = 0.1 (model OMg30-
0.1-2.0, panel D in Fig. 9) gives a temperature T = 4330
K (compared to T = 4400 K for pure O composition),
electron fraction xe = 0.15(0.13), and neutral magnesium
fraction x(MgI) = 0.004, as expected much lower than
the oxygen neutral fraction (0.90).
Mg II 2795, 2802 and Mg I] 4571 are distinct. Neutral
magnesium, although rare, does about 10% of the cool-
ing. This makes a distinct line, although weaker than
observed. The recombination emission in Mg I] 4571 is
moderate, and the cooling dominates the line. Note that
10% cooling corresponds to dep× fheating× fcool,line =∼
2× 1041× 0.6× 0.10 = 1040 erg s−1, which with a typical
line width of 100 A˚ is 1038 erg s−1 A˚−1, close to what is
14 Six lines, three at 7320 A˚ and three at 7330 A˚.
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Figure 9. Comparison of SN 2007bi at +367d post-peak (red) and 30 M⊙ O-zone models (blue). Left column : pure O composition.
Middle column : OMg composition. Right column : Full C burning composition. The rows are ordered by f = 0.1 (top), f = 0.01 (middle)
and f = 0.001 (bottom). In the bottom middle figure, a blackbody at the zone temperature of 6500 K is drawn.
seen in the model. Mg II 2800 does 12% of the cooling.
Some of this emission fluoresces in O and Mg lines, but
a big part escapes.
At f = 0.01, (model OMg30-0.01-2.0, panel E), the
temperature is T = 4530 K (compare T = 4820 K pure
O composition), xe = 0.076(0.053), and x(MgI) = 0.072.
Higher clumping boosts Mg I] 4571, because Mg has
now crossed the ”ionization runaway” threshold (see
Appendix E) and is neutral to 7.2%, doing significant
cooling (25%). The line is in LTE and optically thick
(τ = 900), as such its luminosity can be derived from the
volume V of the emitting region and the temperature (see
e.g. Jerkstrand, in prep.15):
L =
4piV
ct
λBλ(T ) (1)
Once in this regime, the line luminosity cannot be eas-
15 In “Handbook of supernovae”, Springer
ily increased further; the temperature would need to in-
crease enough with compression so Bλ(T ) grows faster
than 1/V . This will certainly not happen for lines with
λ & hc/ (4.96kT ) (peak of the blackbody), and also
shorter wavelength lines typically show decline or mod-
est growth. From the perspective of the single transi-
tion, increasing the Mg I fraction leads to increased opti-
cal depths, which offsets the increased number of atoms
available. As a rough picture to understand the 25%
cooling in Mg I] 4571, most of the 12% cooling done by
Mg II in the previous model has now been transferred
to Mg I] 4571. The Mg II lines are in the LTE and op-
tically thick regime already at f = 0.1, and thus from
Eq. 1, reducing V by a factor of 10 while obtaining only
a small change in T , their luminosity drops by a fac-
tor ∼10. Mg I] 4571, on the other hand, is in NLTE at
f = 0.1, and can increase its luminosity until it saturates
in LTE, compensating for the loss of Mg II cooling.
The Mg I 5180 multiplet has now also emerged, being
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Figure 10. Comparison of SN 2007bi (red) and O-zone models (blue). Left column: M=3 M⊙ models. Middle column : M = 10
M⊙ models. Right column: M=30 M⊙ models. The rows are ordered by f = 0.1 (top), f = 0.01 (middle) and f = 0.001 (bottom). For
each M and f combination, the model with deposition giving the best oxygen lines is plotted.
formed mainly by recombinations but also by some col-
lisional excitation from 3p(3P). Because most Mg is still
singly ionized, V ×nMgII is constant and the Mg recom-
bination line luminosities increase as VnenMgII ∝ ne.
The Mg I 5180 lines are optically thick (τ ∼ 105), but
the parent population is below LTE.
At f = 0.001 and an energy deposition of 2 × 1041
erg s−1 (as used in all models up until now), a much
too dim optical spectrum (not shown) is produced, as
Mg NIR lines dominate the cooling. To fit the [O I]
6300, 6364 lines, we need instead a deposition of 1×1042
erg s−1(model OMg30-0.001-10, Panel F). This model
has temperature T = 6470 K, ionization xe = 0.11, and
Mg neutral fraction x(MgI) = 0.001. The higher energy
deposition has offset the higher clumping to reduce the
Mg I abundance again. But the Mg I] 4571 line is still in
the LTE, optically thick regime, B4571(T )V is roughly the
same as in the f = 0.01 model, and the line luminosity
therefore changes little. All the lines of Mg I] 4571, Mg
I 5180, [O I] 5577, [O I] 6300, 6364 are now close to the
LTE and optically thick regime; their peak flux therefore
follows a blackbody at the zone temperature of 6700 K,
per Eq. 1 (Fλ ∝ L/λ ∝ Bλ, since ∆λ ∝ λ). A multiplet
with N lines, all in LTE and optically thick, would give a
line feature N times above the blackbody curve. The O
I 7774, 8446, and 9263 multiplets tend to have departure
coefficients still a factor 2-3 below unity, which offsets
this multiplicity effect and gives total line luminosities
close to the blackbody curve. [O I] 6300, 6364 has more
radiative transfer losses than the other lines, and emerges
somewhat below its expected flux.
This model has a good overall optical brightness com-
pared to the observed spectra, and reproduces Mg I]
4571, Mg I 5180 (although somewhat too blue compared
to the observed line), and [O I] 6300, 6364. It produces
also a strong O I 9263, in good agreement with the ob-
served line in SN 2015bn (Fig. 7). It has too strong [O
I] 5577 and O I 7774. Mg I 3850 and O I 8446 will scat-
ter in Ca II HK and Ca II NIR, respectively, in models
including calcium, so their overproduction is not a big
concern.
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A hot model like this ubiquitously produces a strong [O
I] 5577, which is not distinct in SN 2007bi. There is an
unusual “cut-off” in the observed spectra around 5600
A˚ that may correspond to a line absorption threshold
(e.g. in He I 5876 or Na I D), but it appears that a [O I]
5577 as strong as in this model should still reveal itself
by its blue edge.
This is an interesting model in the sense that it shows
that a pure O/Mg gas can qualitatively reproduce many
of the observed spectral features in long-duration SLSNe.
However, several key discrepancies remain; blueshift of
the 5200 A˚ feature, and too strong [O I] 5577 and O I
7774. It is unclear whether the observed 5200 A˚ feature
is dominated by Mg I 5180, [Fe II] 5250, or is a blend.
A Mg I 5180 component is plausible because it emerges
in the models where Mg I] 4571 approaches its observed
strength.
There is another constraint on the emission from mag-
nesium from Mg I 1.50 µm. Figure 11 compares this
model to the X-shooter spectrum of SN 2015bn which
shows this line. The model reproduces O I 9263 and the
Mg I 1.50 µm line, and overall the agreement across the
NIR region is reasonably good. The data for LSQ14an
are noisier but a feature at the 1.50 µm position may also
be present (Fig. 6).
In summary, adding Mg to the composition (in its typi-
cal C-burning abundance) shows that Mg I] 4571 and Mg
I 1.50 µm emerge naturally, and consolidates the identifi-
cation of these lines. Mg I 5180 emerges at low f values,
and likely contributes to the 5200 A˚ feature. The best
reproductions of both O and Mg line ratios are at low
filling factors. At high f values magnesium tends to be
too ionized to make strong Mg I cooling lines, and the
Mg I] 4571 luminosity indicates f ≤ 0.01.
4.2.3. C-burning composition
Introducing the full composition at f = 0.1 (model C-
burn30-0.1-2.0, panel G in Fig. 9) gives a temperature
T = 4350 K (4330 K for OMg), xe = 0.14 (0.15), and
x(MgI) = 0.003 (0.004). Thus, trace elements have a
small effect on temperature and ionization at this fill-
ing factor. They provide about 10% of the line cooling.
They have, however, led to the suppression of O I 1640
and Mg II 2795, 2802, and the formation of a more pro-
nounced quasi-continuum (made up of many overlapping
weak lines). This quasi-continuum is flat and is weak
compared to the [O I] and Mg I lines, and does not re-
semble the 4000-5500 A˚ component that is often seen in
stripped-envelope SNe and may be present in the SLSNe
as well. As the OMg model at this f -value, this model
has too dim Mg I lines. The presence of trace metals has
weakened Mg I] 4571.
At f = 0.01 (model Cburn30-0.01-2.0, Panel H), the
temperature is T = 3950 K (4530 K for OMg), xe = 0.078
(0.076), and x(MgI) = 0.14 (0.072). Trace elements have
a somewhat larger effect on temperature and ionization
at this filling factor. They now provide 70% of the cool-
ing, mainly through Fe I (iron is 75% neutral). Mg I] 4571
is significantly damped. Despite the high Mg I fraction,
Mg I] 4571 cannot compete with iron for the cooling,
and cools only 5%. The line peaking at 5150 A˚ is domi-
nated by Fe I, and not Mg I 5180. At this higher density,
Na I D has emerged. The neutral fraction of sodium is
x(Na I) = 5×10−3, and Na I provides 5% of the cooling,
which makes a luminosity in good agreement with the
observed one.
At f = 0.001 (model Cburn30-0.001-10, Panel I), the
temperature is T = 5490 K (6470 K for OMg), xe = 0.082
(0.11), and x(MgI) = 0.002 (0.001). Trace elements have
now a significant effect on the temperature and ioniza-
tion. The trace elements provide 85% of the line cool-
ing. Mg I] 4571 cools only a few percent. At this high
density there are also several optically thick iron-group
lines in the vicinity of Mg I] 4571, and the line is further
quenched by line blocking, as well as blended into the sur-
rounding quasi-continuum. In fact, there are thousands
of optically thick lines throughout the optical (due to
the primordial iron-group abundances) and a pronounced
quasi-continuum is formed; we are approaching a black-
body SED.
In summary, while there are only moderate differences
between OMg and C-burn compositions at f = 0.1, the
large differences at f ≤ 0.01 shows that at high density,
the models are sensitive to the presence of trace elements
and thereby to the metallicity of the progenitor. The
metals tend to damp the contrast between distinct lines
and quasi-continuum, and makes in particular Mg I] 4571
less pronounced.
4.3. Varying mass
We now consider the models at lower masses, Mej = 3
and 10 M⊙. Each of these models uses the full C burning
composition, but vary in filling factor and energy depo-
sition. Figure 10 shows a subset of 9 of these models,
where for each M (horisontal variation) and f (vertical
variation) combination, the model with energy deposi-
tion giving best overall reproduction of O and Mg lines
to SN 2007bi is shown.
4.3.1. 3 M⊙ models
The 3 M⊙ models are shown in the left column of Fig.
10 (note that the deposition energy is different for each
f value). For no deposition value do the 3 M⊙ models
produce strong enough [O I] 6300, 6364 luminosity; in-
creasing the deposition beyond a certain point reduces
the [O I] luminosity as O I becomes ionized to O II (see
also Sect. 4.3.4 and Fig. 12).
The low mass leads to high temperature and ionization,
with the spectra having a strong Mg II 2795, 2802 and
a strong blue quasi-continuum between 1000-4000 A˚. In
a multi-component model this blue flux would probably
be reprocessed to longer wavelengths by scattering and
fluorescence, and thus may not be relevant to compare
with observations. The optical spectrum is at f = 0.1
and f = 0.01 dominated by [O II] 7320, 7330 and [O III]
4959, 5007. The O III fraction is 7%, 2% and 0.5% in the
best-fitting models at f = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. Despite
the much lower abundance than O II, O III provides a
similar amount of cooling as O II because the [O III]
4959, 5007 transition is connected to the ground state,
whereas [O II] 7320, 7330 connects two excited states.
There is also some [O III] 4363, although a factor ∼10
weaker than [O III] 4959, 5007, as this line arises from a
higher state.
The f = 0.001 model (panel C) fits some observed lines
reasonably well, but the [O I] 6300, 6364 line is too weak
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Figure 11. Comparison of SN 2015bn at +315d (black) and model OMg30-0.001-10 (red). Telluric bands are marked gray.
by a factor 3, and in general the contrast between the
emission lines and the quasi-continuum is too low in the
3 M⊙ models. There is also very little Mg I emission in
these models as the ionization state is high (even some
Mg III is present).
The 3 M⊙ models are discussed further in Sections
4.3.4 and 4.4.
4.3.2. 10 M⊙ models
The 10 M⊙ models are shown in the middle panel of
Fig. 10. The models have T = 6000 − 6500 K, xe ∼
0.5, and small Mg I abundance. Increasing the mass
from 3 to 10 M⊙ allows reproduction of the [O I] 6300,
6364 luminosity as O I is more common. The dramatic
difference in [O I] 6300, 6364 strength between 3 and 10
M⊙ at f = 0.1 illustrates the potentially strong non-
linearity of the ionization solutions. In the 3 M⊙ models
at f = 0.1, O I has suffered runaway ionization, whereas
in the 10 M⊙ models this has been avoided.
The [O II] 7320, 7330 and [O III] 4959, 5007 lines are
less pronounced than in the 3 M⊙ models as the ion-
ization is lower. [O II] 7320, 7330 now tends to be too
weak to explain the 7300 line, but [O III] 4959, 5007
makes a reasonable fit to SN 2007bi (while too weak for
LSQ14an).
The f = 0.1 and f = 0.01 models have neglegible Mg
I] 4571. The f = 0.001 model brings out both Mg I] 4571
and Mg I 5180, and provides an overall reasonable fit to
several parts of the spectrum.
4.3.3. 30 M⊙ models
To illustrate some dependency on deposition, the mod-
els plotted in Fig. 10 use a different (higher) energy de-
position than the ones plotted in Fig. 9. The f = 0.1
and f = 0.01 models have a deposition 5.0×1041 erg s−1
instead of 2.0 × 1041 erg s−1, and the f = 0.001 model
has deposition 20× 1041 erg s−1 instead of 10× 1041 erg
s−1.
The best fit is produced for f = 0.01. The higher
mass leads to lower temperatures and damping of the
blue continuum seen in the 3 and 10 M⊙ models. The
more neutral gas state also leads to easier formation of
Mg I lines, although it remains difficult to reproduce the
full strength of Mg I] 4571.
4.3.4. A minimum oxygen mass requirement
Figure 12 shows observed and modelled [O I] 6300,
6364 line luminosities. The “continuum” is subtracted
in the following manner. Measure
I1 =
∫ λ0+dλ1
λ0−dλ1
Fλdλ (2)
I2 =
∫ λ0+dλ2
λ0−dλ2
Fλdλ (3)
where λ0 is the line center wavelength, dλi = λ0dVi/c,
and we use dV1 = 8, 000 km s
−1and dV2 = 10, 000
km s−1. We should have, for a linear continuum of aver-
age strength Fc:
I1 = Lline + 2Fcdλ1 (4)
I2 = Lline + 2Fcdλ2 (5)
Then
Lline = I1 − I2 − I1
dλ2/dλ1 − 1
(6)
Figure 12 shows the [O I] 6300, 6364 luminosity in the
model grids compared to the observed values. As the top
panel shows, the 3 M⊙ models are always more than a
factor 3 too dim, no matter what density and amount of
energy deposition we choose. From this a minimum mass
of ∼ 10 M⊙ is needed. The 10 M⊙ and 30 M⊙ model
grids (middle and bottom panels) confirm that such O-
zone masses can produce sufficient luminosity.
There is little quasi-continuum in [O I] 6300, 6364
in the observed spectra (Fig. 7), which makes errors
due to the continuum subtraction limited. Also note
that we have ignored any correction due to extinction,
which makes the observed luminosities somewhat under-
estimated, going in the right direction for the mass limit.
Finally, we expect little contamination of this feature by
other lines.
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Figure 12. The continuum-subtracted [O I] 6300, 6364 luminosity
for the 3 M⊙ (top), 10 M⊙ (middle) and 30 M⊙ (bottom) mod-
els. The observed luminosities of SN 2007bi (+367d, lower line),
LSQ14an (+410d, middle line) and SN 2015bn (+315d, top line)
are marked as dashed lines.
4.4. O III lines
Lunnan et al. (2016) recently suggested the identifica-
tion of broad [O III] 4363 and [O III] 4959, 5007 lines
in PS1-14bj and LSQ14an at +200d. Figure 15 in the
appendix shows a zoom-on in these lines in SN 2007bi,
LSQ14an, and SN 2015bn. SN 2007bi shows no clear
broad [O III] lines, even though there may be hints of
them. The narrow galaxy lines of Hγ 4341 and [O III]
4363 may merge together to form a line of some apparent
broadening. LSQ14an has strong galaxy lines (clipped
out in figures), but there are also distinct broad [O III]
components at +365d and +410d, with expansion veloc-
ities of 4000-5000 km s−1. SN 2015bn is similar to SN
2007bi, showing some hints of the [O III] lines, although
they appear somewhat more pronounced in the spectra
in Nicholl et al. (2016b).
In the O-zone models, these [O III] lines emerge for
many combinations of mass and density, The [O III] 4959,
5007 lines have lower excitation energy than [O III] 4363
and emerge more prominently. The emergence of [O III]
4959, 5007 is seen for most masses and filling factors,
illustrating that [O I] 6300, 6364 and [O III] 4959, 5007
can be produced in the same physical region. However,
[O III] 4363 is weak in the 10 and 30 M⊙ models, and
only distinct in the 3 M⊙ models. This line requires high
temperature, which is more easily obtained a low mass.
As an illustration of this point, consider Fig. 13, which
compares the LSQ14an +410d spectrum with model
Cburn3-0.1-10. This model produces [O II] 7320, 7330,
[O III] 4363, and [O III] 4959, 5007 in good correspon-
dance with the observed lines. The good agreement sug-
gests that LSQ14an has a low-mass, dilute oxygen region
reprocessing a large amount of energy. SN 2007bi and SN
2015bn show no evidence for such a component, but the
models show that the O II and O III lines are sensitive to
deposition, rapidly decreasing in strength if this is lower
than 1× 1042 erg s−1. Thus, it is possible that LSQ14an
displays these lines due to its higher energy deposition
rather than any fundamental difference in ejecta proper-
ties.
It should be noted that the bulk of line flux seen in the
O II and O III lines are at lower velocity (of order 4000
km s−1, see also Fig. 15) than the 8000 km s−1 used in
the model, which was chosen based mainly on the widths
of neutral lines of O and Mg. It is interesting that the
O II/O III velocity scale is the same as the observed O I
7774 one. Whereas production of O I 7774 is facilitated
at high density, production of O II and O III lines is
facilitated at low density.
The [O III] lines emerge despite there being a relatively
low O III fraction in the models. They are efficient cool-
ing lines, significantly more so than for example [O II]
7320, 7330, and can be prominent even with a low O III
abundance. Still, the models with the strongest [O III]
lines also have strong [O II] 7320, 7330.
High-ionization lines can presumably arise both in an
inner pulsar-wind nebula (Chevalier & Fransson 1992;
Gaensler & Slane 2006; Metzger et al. 2014), or in an
outer interaction region (Chevalier & Fransson 1994;
Fransson et al. 2002). Detailed modelling may be able
to provide more constraints on this component.
4.5. Oxygen recombination lines
All three SNe show clear detection of O I 7774, and
SN 2015bn additionally of O I 9263 and O I 1.13 µm.
These lines are usually interpreted as recombination lines
(Maurer & Mazzali 2010; Jerkstrand et al. 2015). The
O I 7774 luminosity is expected to obey, for ne = nOII
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Figure 13. A 3 M⊙ model compared to LSQ14an. The model
makes a good reproduction of O II and O III lines.
(Jerkstrand et al. 2015, J15a hereafter)
L7774=V × n2eαeff (T )hν
=4.5× 1041erg s−1
(
V
8000 km s−1
)3
f
×
(
t
400d
)3 ( ne
108 cm−3
)2( αeff (T )
2× 10−13 cm3s−1
)
(7)
xw Here αeff (T ) is the effective recombination rate and
V is the volume. The observed luminosity in SN 2015bn
(and similarly in the others) is L7774 = 3 × 1040 erg
s−1 which translates to ne = 3 × 107f−1/2 cm−3 (using
V = 8000 km s−1), or ne = 10
9 cm−3 for f = 0.001.
For V = 3000 km s−1 a factor 4 higher value results.
Because we have indications of f < 0.1 from the analysis
in Sect. 4.2, the electron density becomes constrained to
ne = 10
8 − 109 cm−3.
The O I 9263 and O I 1.13 µm recombination lines have
theoretical luminosities about a factor 2 and 3, respec-
tively, lower than the O I 7774 line, in good agreement
with the observed ratios. This strengthens the case that
they are indeed formed by recombination.
One limitation of the analytic treatment is the assump-
tion that ne = nOII. Charge transfer reactions may cause
significant deviation from this equality at high densities
(J15a), and this could lead to an underestimate of ne. As
discussed in Sect. 4.2, at very high density O I 7774 may
also obtain contributions by cooling, which would lead to
an overestimate of ne by assuming pure recombination.
The zone mass is
M =V × nex−1e A¯mp =
L7774
neαeffhν
x−1e A¯mp
=80 M⊙
( ne
108 cm−3
)−1 ( xe
0.1
)−1( A¯
16
)
×
(
αeff (T )
2× 10−13 cm3s−1
)−1
(8)
where A¯ is the mean atomic weight. The uncertainties in
ne, xe and α
eff are somewhat too large to make a useful
constraint, but if these can be constrained further a zone
mass can be estimated.
4.6. Mg I 1.50 µm recombination line
J15a demonstrated that the Mg I 1.50 µm recombina-
tion line is a useful diagnostic, relatively free from un-
certainty in formation and blending. Its luminosity is
expected to be given by
L1.5µm = V × nenMgIIαeff (T )hν = 6.6× 1038 erg s−1
×
(
MMg
1 M⊙
)( ne
108 cm−3
)( αeff (T )
1× 10−13 cm3s−1
)
(9)
where the second step assumes most magnesium to be
singly ionized as typically obtained in the models. The
observed line in SN 2015bn has an expansion width of
5000 km s−1. The measured luminosity within this veloc-
ity is L1.5µm = 1.7×1040 erg s−1, but about half is contin-
uum so we take L1.5µm = 1× 1040 erg s−1. For compari-
son, the measured luminosity in the Type IIb SN 2011dh
at 200d was 1× 1038 erg s−1, a factor 100 lower (J15a).
From Eq. 9, MMg = 15 M⊙
(
ne/10
8 cm−3
)−1
. As any
proposed model scenario would haveMMg < 15 M⊙, this
indicates ne > 10
8 cm−3. If we take ne = 10
8−109 cm−3
as estimated from the O I recombination lines, the Mg
mass is 1.5 − 15 M⊙. The effective recombination rate
depends on temperature as well as on whether Case B
or Case C holds, but the variation between these cases
and T = 2500− 7500 K is less than a factor 2 (see table
C2 in J15a). As the Mg mass fraction is typically 10% in
C-burning ash, the inferred OMg zone mass is very large,
15− 150 M⊙.
Model OMg30-0.001-10 reproduces the Mg I 1.50 µm
line reasonably well (Fig. 11). This model has MMg = 3
M⊙, ne = 1.2 × 109 cm−3, and T = 6500 K, giving a
predicted luminosity of 2 × 1040 erg s−1 using Eq. 9.
All other models (lower Mej and/or larger f) produce
weaker emission. The Mg I 1.50 µm emission is fainter
by a factor of at least 10 in the 3 M⊙ models, and the 10
M⊙ models are on the low side as well. The Mg I 1.50
µm line thus provides strong independent support for a
large OMg zone mass (M > 10 M⊙) and a small filling
factor (f ∼ 10−3).
4.7. The Ca II lines
The observed ratio between Ca II NIR and [Ca II] 7291,
7323 in SN 2015bn at +315d is 1.7, unusually high for
the nebular phase. There is some uncertainty in the true
Ca II NIR luminosity, because O I 8446 will scatter into
the triplet, and the red side may be contaminated by [C
I] 8727. In addition, scattering in the triplet and fluo-
rescence from the Ca II HK lines may contribute to the
luminosity. However, O I 8446 is predicted to be only
about half as strong as O I 7774, which would make up
only 10-20% of the triplet luminosity. There is also no
obvious sign of [C I] 8727 by an asymmetric red side. The
absorption trough of Ca II HK also does not appear to
allow much of the observed luminosity in the branching
lines. Nevertheless, these contaminations mean an emis-
sivity ratio as low as 1 may be possible, and we take a
ratio 1− 2 as being admissable.
Figure 14 (third row) shows the ratio of Ca II NIR/[Ca
II] emission in on-the-spot NLTE calculations varying
n(CaII), ne, and T . These models show that a ratio > 1
requires ne & 10
8 cm−3. The curves do not change much
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for ne higher than 10
8 cm−3. For ne ≥ 108 cm−3 there
are large plateau regions where the ratio is 1-2. As the
panels showing departure coefficients and optical depths
illustrate, this is the optically thick LTE regime.
The regime producing the observed ratio allows for
filling factors f = 0.001 − 1 to give the right luminos-
ity (using the top panels), and temperatures T > 4000
K, thus no strong constraints on these parameters. The
constraint ne & 10
8 cm−3 translates to a total number
of electrons
Ne > V × f × 108 = 9× 1057f (10)
The corresponding zone mass is
M =
Ne
xe
A¯mp > 3000M⊙
( xe
0.1
)−1( A¯
40
)
f (11)
To reach realistic masses this requires f ≪ 1, indepen-
dently confirming a small filling factor as found from Mg
and O lines. Although the Ca lines likely come from a
O-burning zone rather than a C-burning zone, a similar
amount of clumping seems reasonable.
Several of the C-burn models in Section 4 produce Ca
II NIR/[Ca II] ratios larger than unity. In these models
the calcium number fraction is small, 10−5. For example,
model C-burn10-0.001-5.0 has T = 6000K, xe = 0.1,
ne = 10
8 cm−3, and n(CaII) = 7 × 104 cm−3. Its Ca
II NIR/[Ca II] ratio of a few agrees well with the NLTE
grid prediction. While the luminosity of the Ca lines is
an order of magnitude too faint compared to SN 2015bn,
this illustrates the potential of small calcium abundances
to make strong lines.
The Ca II NIR triplet is observed also at two other
nebular epochs of +343d and +392d in (Nicholl et al.
2016b). In these spectra the Ca II NIR/[Ca II] 7291,
7323 ratio is around 1, somewhat lower than seen here
at +315d. The ratio is expected to decrease with time as
both electron density and temperature decrease. The Ca
II NIR line is also observed in LSQ14an (Fig. 6), but the
likely dominance of [O II] 7320, 7330 over [Ca II] 7291,
7323 in this SN prevents a determination of the Ca II
NIR/[Ca II] 7291, 7323 ratio.
5. DISCUSSION
The similarity of nebular-phase spectra of SLSNe to
those of broad-lined Type Ic SNe established in Section
3 suggests the possibility of a common origin for these ex-
plosions. This idea is also interesting in the context of the
newly recognized class of ultra-long GRBs (Levan et al.
2014), the association between one of these and a bright
Type Ic SN with early-time spectral appearance similar
to SLSNe (Greiner et al. 2015; Kann et al. 2016), as well
as progress in modelling rapidly rotating and magnetized
cores (e.g. Mo¨sta et al. 2015).
The late-time spectra of SN 1998bw have been mod-
elled as 5-7 M⊙ of O-rich ejecta powered by 0.6-0.7
M⊙ of
56Ni (Mazzali et al. 2001). While there is some
debate whether broad-lined Type Ic SNe are powered by
56Ni or a central engine, existing 56Ni models are suc-
cessful enough to maintain this as the standard picture.
Thus, “scaled-up” 56Ni powered explosion models must
still be pursued for SLSNe, even though the PISN vari-
ant of these have not compared well to observations so
far (Dessart et al. 2013; Jerkstrand et al. 2016).
The late-time spectra of SN 2015bn and SN 2007bi
are shown here to be almost identical (Fig. 7). With
the multi-epoch coverage of SN 2015bn (and LSQ14an)
we see significantly more rapid decline than 56Co de-
cay (see also (Nicholl et al. 2016b) and Inserra et al.,
in prep.). This cannot be achieved in PISN models,
which have complete gamma-trapping for at least 500d
(Jerkstrand et al. 2016). Some transfer to the near-
infrared may occur, but the NIR observations here in-
dicate that this is a weak process. Thus, if these are
radioactivity-powered SNe, they must be core-collapse
explosions of less massive progenitors where gamma-ray
escape can occur earlier.
Analytic light curve models can estimate ejecta masses,
but are limited by assumed opacities and explosion
energies. The nebular phase can provide indepen-
dent estimates in a phase when the physics is dif-
ferent. Here we have found MO−zone ≈ 10 − 30
M⊙ for long-duration SLSNe from a variety of indica-
tors. An immediate consequence is a minimum progen-
itor mass of MZAMS & 40 M⊙ in a single-star pro-
genitor scenario (e.g. Hirschi et al. 2004; Nomoto et al.
2006; Woosley & Heger 2007; Ekstro¨m et al. 2012;
Chieffi & Limongi 2013).
Several independent observables indicate that this
emitting mass occupies a small fraction f . 0.01 of the
expansion space given by the line widths, and this puts
important constraints on any model scenario. To some
extent a value f ≪ 1 would follow if most luminosity
is generated in a dense central region with V ≪ Vmax.
Inspection of the line profiles indicates, however, that
much of the luminosity must come from regions with
V & 0.5Vmax, suggesting true clumping or shell forma-
tion of high-velocity material.
Compression of the ejecta is conceivable in several sce-
narios. In one-dimensional magnetar models, the ejecta
are pushed into a thin shell with f ∼ 0.001 as they are ac-
celerated by the pulsar wind pressure (Kasen & Bildsten
2010; Chen et al. 2016a). In 2D models, instabilities lead
to some degree of fragmentation of this shell, although its
main properties persist (Chen et al. 2016a). The insta-
bilities lead to a somewhat reduced clumping level, and
the mixing of material towards both lower and higher ve-
locity, thus giving line profiles deviating from the boxy
profiles which would be produced by a thin shell. Since
none of the observed line profiles are boxy, the instabil-
ities and fragmentation are one way to avoid a uniform
shell.
The 56Ni bubble effect in radioactivity models
(Herant & Benz 1991; Basko 1994) provides also some
degree of compression of the O zone, although with more
modest factors. As the 56Ni zone is hotter than the sur-
rounding substrate due to radioactive decay in the first
few days, it expands, an effect ignored in many explosion
models. Kozyreva et al. (in prep) have investigated the
56Ni bubble effect for the PISN explosion of a 130 M⊙ He
core, using the radiation hydrodynamics code STELLA.
The 56Ni zone was diluted by a factor of ∼2, and the ex-
pansion created compression in the external Si/S shell,
increasing its density by a factor of 2-3 (Kozyreva, priv.
comm.). Further out also the O zone showed some com-
pression, but by a moderate factor of ∼ 20% (Kozyreva,
priv. comm.). In 3D simulations of core-collapse SNe Si
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Figure 14. Formation of [Ca II] 7291, 7323 and the Ca II NIR triplet in a NLTE grid including collisional and radiative processes. The
three columns have ne = 107 cm−3 (left), ne = 108 cm−3 (middle) and ne = 109 cm−3 (right). Note that the maximum n(CaII) values
cannot exceed ne. First row : [Ca II] 7291, 7323 luminosity in units of 1041 erg s−1, for a volume corresponding to V = 8000 km s−1and
f = 1. Second row : Same for Ca II NIR triplet. Third row : The ratio Ca II NIR / [Ca II] 7291, 7323. The regions where the ratio=1-2
are marked gray. Fourth row: Departure coefficient for parent state of [Ca II] 7323. Fifth row : Departure coefficient for parent state of
Ca II 8662. Sixth row : Optical depth for [Ca II] 7323. Seventh row : Optical depth for Ca II 8662.
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and O is somewhat more mixed, possibly allowing a com-
pression of factor 2-3 also of oxygen. This modest effect
still leaves the filling factor at values between f = 0.1−1,
higher than indicated by the modelling here.
In circumstellar interaction models, formation of a cool
dense shell provides a way to compress the material
(Chevalier & Fransson 1994). It may be difficult, how-
ever, to obtain a high enough mass (M & 10 M⊙) in such
a shell.
One model which cannot easily meet the requirements
derived here is that of colliding shells in subsequent
pulsational PISN eruptions. Models for these events
predict O-shell masses of one or a few solar masses
(Woosley et al. 2007; Yoshida et al. 2016), which would
not provide enough total mass to explain the nebular
spectra. One should note that a star undergoing pulsa-
tional pair-instability eruptions may eventually explode
as a core-collapse supernova, in which the mass can be
much higher. Thus, we have no strong constraints on
such a scenario, only a scenario of collisions between pul-
sational (non-terminal) eruptions.
The shell collision scenario is problematic also on
velocity-grounds. Woosley et al. (2007) lists masses and
energies for pulses on a grid of He stars between 48-
60 M⊙, and shell velocities are mostly below 1000-2000
km s−1. The same holds for the 54-61 M⊙ CO core mod-
els presented by Yoshida et al. (2016). It would clearly
be difficult to reproduce the observed high bulk velocities
in the SNe studied here. While photospheric spectra can
trace velocities in small amounts of fast-moving ejecta,
the nebular phase probes the bulk velocity which can be
more directly linked to minimum E/M ratios. The light
curves in Yoshida et al. (2016) also typically do not reach
the SLSN range, unless the final CCSN is involved in the
interaction.
Most strong observed nebular emission lines have a
secure identification. The largest uncertainty regards
the line at 5250 A˚. In the models for SN 1998bw,
Mazzali et al. (2001) obtains a strong line here due to
a blend of [Fe II] lines. The models in Sollerman et al.
(2000) produce a blend of Mg I, Fe I] and [Fe II] lines,
with Mg I 5180 appearing to dominate. Some further
discussion of the 5250 A˚ feature is given in Maeda et al.
(2002). Improved understanding of this line is an impor-
tant goal for further modelling.
Several sources of uncertainty remain for the modelling
of these spectra. One of the assumption in the SUMO
models studied here is that the ejecta have reached a
steady-state phase, when time-scales for the radiative
transport and atomic processes are short compared to
the dynamic time and the time-scale for energy input.
The biggest concern is whether UV/blue photons are
trapped in the transfer for long enough time that dif-
ferent parts of the spectrum are generated by power in-
put at different times (i.e. energy is still diffusing out).
Fluorescence should limit this time-dependence, but the
exact magnitude of the effect is hard to judge. Another
issue is that the influence of the radiative transport is
only qualitatively captured in the simplistic morphology
assumed here. While the ejecta are hot and the opti-
cal/NIR spectra are expected to be dominated by colli-
sional cooling, the ionization balance of magnesium and
similar elements with low ionization potential are gov-
erned by the radiation field. The models are also limited
by the assumptions of a single density, the number of
clumps, and composition. However, these uncertainties
are mitigated by analysis with semi-analytic approaches
which consistently point in the same direction of massive
and dense ejecta.
The metallicity of the progenitor star has an influ-
ence on the emission from the OMg zone through several
mechanisms including cooling and line blocking. For the
solar metallicity carbon burning composition explored
here, lines such as Mg I] 4571 tend to be quenched by
the trace metals, worsening the fits to observations com-
pared to pure OMg compositions. However, there is de-
pendency on other model parameters such as the clump
size, and a separate in-depth study would be needed to
see if any firm constraints on metallicity can be put from
nebular spectra. Running a single model at ten times
reduced metallicity did not produce any great changes.
The inferred electron densities of ne = 10
8− 109 cm−3
at ∼400d after explosion are extraordinarily high. As
a comparison, the electron density in the Type IIb SN
2011dh at +200d was inferred to be ∼ 106 cm−3 (J15a).
Values of over 108 cm−3 were inferred for the Type IIn
SN 1995n (Fransson et al. 2002). Ben-Ami et al. (2014)
inferred ne ∼ 109 cm−3 for circumstellar matter emit-
ting narrow lines in the (non-SLSN) Type Ic SN 2010mb.
Because we still see mostly neutral species, the gas must
have xe < 1. The inferred zone masses are large, at
least 10 M⊙, in agreement with modelling of the thermal
cooling lines.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented nebular-phase PESSTO and VLT
spectra of the long-duration Type Ic SLSNe LSQ14an
(+365d and +410d post-peak rest frame) and SN 2015bn
(+250d and +315d), respectively, including the first neb-
ular NIR spectra of SLSNe. We have carefully accounted
for host galaxy contamination using galaxy models tied
to the observed galaxy photometry and also applied this
method to recalibrate the nebular phase spectra of SN
2007bi. We show that this makes a large difference to
the spectral appearance, and after host correction the
spectra of SN 2007bi, LSQ14an, and SN 2015bn show
much similarity at about one year post peak, demon-
strating homogeneity within the class. These spectra are
in turn similar to those of broad-lined Type Ic SNe such
as SN 1998bw at earlier phases (140-200 days), suggest-
ing a possible common origin with GRB-SNe. The ma-
jor difference seen in these spectral comparisons is that
LSQ14an shows strong [O III] emission lines, and proba-
bly [O II] 7320, 7330, while they are significantly weaker
in SN 2015bn and SN 2007bi.
SN 2015bn shows O I 9263, O I 1.13 µm and Mg I 1.50
µm, but no strong emission by [Si I] and [S I] around 1.08
µm as predicted by PISN models. The NIR spectra of
LSQ14an and SN 2015bn show strong Ca II NIR triplet
emission at nebular times. NLTE models indicate that
an electron density ne & 10
8 cm−3 is needed to reproduce
the observed Ca II NIR/[Ca II] 7291, 7373 ratio of ∼ 2
at +315d in SN 2015bn. Analytic formulae for the O I
recombination lines yield similar values ne = 10
8 − 109
cm−3. These are extraordinarily high electron densities
for the nebular phase.
Models for oxygen-zone emission show that only mod-
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els with &10 M⊙ of O can produce enough [O I] 6300,
6364 luminosity to match observations, irrespective of
the powering situation and the density. Too much energy
deposition in lower-mass models leads to ionization to O
II before [O I] 6300, 6364 reaches the observed bright-
ness. Typical models produce detectable broad [O III]
4959, 5007 lines, strengthening the recent identification
in observed spectra. The Mg I 1.50 µm recombination
line in SN 2015bn indicates a large Mg mass of 1.5-15
M⊙, which together with a typical mass fraction of 10%
gives a similar constraint ofM(O-zone) & 15 M⊙. These
masses require large progenitor ZAMS masses of at least
40 M⊙.
To produce Mg I] 4571 and several other lines ap-
proaching their observed brightness, the O/Mg zone
needs to be strongly clumped with a filling factor f .
0.01. A similar constraint is derived for the zone emit-
ting the Ca II lines.
Overall we can view these results in the context of the
three competing physical models which have been ad-
vanced to explain SLSNe : 56Ni powered luminosity, en-
gine driven explosions, and circumstellar interaction.
• SLSNe Type Ic show little resemblance with PISN
spectral models. In addition to optical comparisons
published previously, two strong lines of Si I and S
I at 1.08 µm are predicted (Jerkstrand et al. 2016)
but are not observed. We cannot rule out that the
luminosity is actually powered by 56Ni, however,
and a massive core-collapse scenario is attractive
given the strong similarities with SN 1998bw, as-
suming this was 56Ni powered. The requirement for
compact regions of emission could possibly be ex-
plained by the 56Ni bubble effect, but simulations
need to demonstrate the low value f . 0.01 for the
oxygen material inferred here.
• In the magnetar scenario, pulsar wind compression
of the ejecta is one promising mechanism that can
explain how the ejecta may be compressed into a
dense region with a low filling factor. A thin shell
would result in boxy line profiles, which are not
observed, but instabilities and fragmentation as
demonstrated in recent 2D simulations may pro-
duce profiles in better agreement with observed
ones. The large ejecta masses and composition sim-
ilar to type Ic SNe would imply magnetar formation
from massive Wolf-Rayet progenitors.
• Dense shell formation in circumstellar interaction
models is also a conceivable scenario for forming
the compact regions and producing an emitting
zone with low filling factor. The fact that we find
some evidence of a second, lower mass and lower
density region producing [O II] and [O III] lines
might also support an interaction scenario. How-
ever a mass of ∼10 M⊙ in the shell that produces
the neutral oxygen and magnesium emission is re-
quired. The collision of shells from pulsational pair-
instability eruptions is one variant of the CSI sce-
nario, but we find that the ejecta masses and ve-
locities in published models are too low compared
to those inferred from observations.
Finally, we note that our analysis is necessarily limited
to the group of slowly evolving Type Ic SLSNe. There are
no nebular spectra yet available for the faster declining,
and more common SN 2005ap-like events. This awaits
the discovery of a low redshift (z . 0.05) event which is
close enough to be observed in the nebular phase.
APPENDIX
A. LSQ14AN OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTIONS
A.1. LSQ14an +365d spectrum (X-shooter)
A spectrum was taken with the X-shooter spectrometer on the VLT on 2014 December 29 (MJD 57020, +425d
post-peak observer frame, +365d rest frame). The total exposure time in each of the three arms was 1800s, and the
spectrum was taken at airmass = 1.487 with seeing of around 1.′′4. The 1.′′0 slit was used for the UVB arm and the
0.′′9 slits were employed in the VIS and NIR arms.
We compared the reduced spectra from two different pipelines. Initially we took the ESO Advanced Data Products
from the Science Archive Facility, which provide wavelength and flux calibrated spectra (with telluric corrections). The
ESO pipeline does not do optimal extraction in the last step of extracting the 1D spectrum, and hence the spectra are
left with a series of positive and negative spikes due to cosmic rays and chip artefacts. We compared these to custom
reduced spectra as described in Kru¨hler et al. (2015). These reductions use the ESO pipeline to produce wavelength
calibrated 2D spectra for each of the three Xshooter arms and are then optimally extracted with a Moffat profile fit.
The reduction method of Kru¨hler et al. (2015) produces cleaner spectra (less cosmic ray contamination) and better
signal to noise in the UVB+VIS arms in particular (as the nodding sky reduction is not done which reduces noise
by
√
2). We settled on the custom reductions from the Kru¨hler et al. (2015) pipeline, which produced spectra with
dispersions of 0.4 A˚ pix−1 in the UVB+VIS arms and 0.6 A˚ pix−1 in the NIR arm. NIR telluric corrections were done
using molecfit version 1.1.1 (Smette et al. 2015; Kausch et al. 2015). The spectra at these pixel dispersions were of
relatively low signal to noise, however this can be substantially improved upon with filtering and rebinning of the
spectra.
The optical spectrum was calibrated to SN+host photometry on MJD 57021, which we measure as B = 20.81,
V = 20.20, R = 20.01 and I = 19.79, giving a correction factor of 2.3. Lacking NIR photometry, the NIR spectrum
was calibrated with the same factor.
The NIR spectrum suffer from positive and negative noise spikes at the positions of bright skylines. To improve
signal to noise and reduced the appearance of the sky noise, we applied a median filter over a 10 A˚ window. This
simply replaces the pixel values with the median value over a binned window of 10 A˚. In the optical, the strong narrow
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nebular emission lines from the host galaxy were removed by interpolating across the base of the broad emission lines
using a low order polynomial fit. In the red part of the X-shooter VIS arm, the strong sky lines leave two residual
noise features and these were removed using a simple interpolation. The final spectra were rebinned to 2 A˚ in the
optical and 5 A˚ in the NIR. A further 3-bin Gaussian smoothing was applied to the optical spectrum.
A.2. LSQ14an +410d spectrum (FORS2)
A second, later spectrum was obtained with the FORS2 spectrometer on the VLT over several nights spanning 2015
February 16-23 (MJD 57069 to 57076). The exposures comprised 12× 1200s (4 hrs total exposure time) with the 300V
grism, blocking filter GG435 and a slit width of 1.′′0. The spectra were reduced with standard procedures including
bias subtraction, flat-fielding, wavelength and flux calibration. They were telluric line corrected using a sky model as
described in the PESSTO pipeline in Smartt et al. (2015). The spectra were co-added to produce one deep spectrum,
with an effective epoch of approximately +478d post-peak in the observer frame (+410d rest-frame).
The spectrum was calibrated to SN+host photometry on MJD 57071, which we measure as B = 21.12, V = 20.64,
R = 20.44 and I = 20.12, giving a correction factor of 1.03.
For presentation in the paper, sky lines and narrow galaxy lines were removed as discussed above.
B. SN 2015BN OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
B.1. SN 2015bn +250d spectrum (EFOSC2)
SN 2015bn was observed on 2016 January 1 with PESSTO (MJD 57388, +280d post-peak observer-frame, +250d
rest-frame). The NTT and EFOSC2 were used with Gr#13 and a 1.′′0 slit width (resolution and setup are presented
in Smartt et al. 2015) and a series of 3×1800s separate exposures were taken. These data were reduced in standard
fashion with the PESSTO pipeline and then co-added to produce one spectrum of 5400s duration.
The optical spectrum was calibrated against photometry at at MJD 57373 (15d earlier observer frame) as presented
in Nicholl et al. (2016a). Combining the host-subtracted SN photometry of g = 20.67, r = 20.50 and i = 20.18 with
the host photometry of g = 22.30, r = 22.06 and i = 22.0616 gives a SN+host photometry of g = 20.45, r = 20.27 and
i = 20.00. Scaling the spectrum to this photometry gave a correction factor of 0.96.
B.2. SN 2015bn +315d spectrum (X-shooter)
SN 2015bn was observed again with VLT X-shooter over 6 days between MJD 57452 and 57459 (2016 March 5
to March 12), +350d post-peak observer frame (+315d rest-frame). The exposures consisted of 4 × 3200s in UVB,
4 × 3250s in VIS and 4 × 3000s in the NIR arm. As described in SectionA.1, we compared the ESO Advanced Data
Products with the custom reduced spectra as produced by the Kru¨hler et al. (2015) pipeline and chose the latter
method. These reductions produced spectra with dispersions of 0.4 A˚ pix−1 in the UVB and VIS arms and 0.6 A˚ pix−1
in the NIR. NIR telluric corrections were done using molecfit version 1.1.1.
The spectrum was calibrated against photometry at at MJD 57456 (contemporary) as presented in Nicholl et al. in
prep. Combining the host-subtracted photometry of g = 22.02, r = 21.51 and i = 21.59 with the host photometry of
g = 22.30, r = 22.06 and i = 22.06 gives a SN+host photometry of g = 21.40, r = 21.00 and i = 21.05. Scaling the
spectrum to this photometry gave a correction factor of 1.18. The NIR spectrum was corrected with the same factor.
As for LSQ14an, the NIR spectrum was median filtered with 10 A˚, and the optical spectrum had narrow lines clipped
out. The final spectra were rebinned to 2 A˚ in the optical and 5 A˚ in the NIR. A further 3-bin Gaussian smoothing
was applied to the optical spectrum.
C. OBSERVED LINE PROFILES
Figure 15 compares the main emission lines in velocity space. There is emissivity in Mg I] 4571, [Fe II] 5250, and Ca
II NIR out to ∼10,000 km s−1. [O I] 6300, 6364, [Ca II] 7291, 7323, and O I 7774 appear somewhat narrower, with
most flux contained within ∼ 5000 km s−1. In LSQ14an there is an unusual shape of [Ca II] 7291, 7323 + [O II] 7320,
7330.
D. ATOMIC DATA
We have added O III to the spectral synthesis code, using 6 levels and 12 transitions. Energy levels and A-values
were taken from NIST17 (Reader et al. 1980; Moore 1993; Wiese et al. 1996). Collision strengths were taken from
Lennon & Burke (1994).
E. RUNAWAY IONIZATION
Consider a trace element with total number abundance n, in a gas with electron number density ne. Let N be the
number of ionizing photons emitted per second, and assume only the trace element can absorb these. As long as all
these are absorbed, the ionization balance is
N = α(T )V nen(1− xn) (E1)
16 Petrosian AB magnitudes from the SDSS Data Release 12 (Alam et al. 2015)
17 http://www.nist.gov/pml/data/asd.cfm
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Figure 15. A comparison of key emission lines in SN 2007bi (green), LSQ14an (blue) and SN 2015bn (red). Positive velocity is away
from the observer.
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Figure 16. Illustration of runaway ionization. The LHS (cyan, red, blue) and RHS (green) of Eq. E5 are plotted, for three different LHS
functions. The xn solution is at the intersection of the curves.
where xn is the neutral fraction, and V is the volume. The solution is
xn = 1− N
α(T )V nen
(E2)
At full ionization (xn → 0), the number of recombinations is α(T )V nen. If N exceeds this, there is no solution. What
happens then is that depletion of the neutral abundance continues until escape of ionizing photons occur. The new
balance will be given by
N
(
1− e−τ) = α(T )V nen (E3)
where τ = nxnσL = nxnσ (3/4pi)
1/3
V 1/3. Then, for τ ≪ 1, and ignoring the numeric constant
xn = α(T )V
2/3nN−1σ−1 (E4)
Thus, if the gas is still optically thick as xn ≪ 1, xn will jump down to a value given by this equation; there is
catastrophic runaway depletion.
The generic solution is given by solving
Γ
(
1− e−τ0xn) = 1− xn (E5)
where Γ = N/(αV nen). Figure 16 shows illustrative solutions, for τ0 = 10
3 and three different Γ values. As Γ increases
from zero, through 0.1 and towards 1, there is a gradual reduction in xn. As Γ > 1, the solutions jump down to a
value xn . 1/τ0. Changing the ionization parameter by a factor of 10 from 0.1 to 1 decreases xn from 0.9 to 0.005, a
factor 180. The decrease then slows down and follows 1/Γ. Thus, the effect of changing Γ by a factor 2 is small for
Γ ≪ 1 and for Γ ≫ 1. But around Γ ∼ 1, a factor 2 change in Γ can give huge changes in xn, of order τ0. A similar
situation can be shown to hold if ne is not assumed constant but ne = n(1− xn).
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